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The best harvest is obtained by mowing at the right time. This is how you determine the 
energy, nutrients and structure of the crops based on your animals’ feed requirements. 
The capacity of the mower determines the quantity of feed that you can harvest at any 
given time.

We have to use our feed as  
efficiently as we can.

PRODUCT OVERVIEW - MOWERS

SPLENDIMO
240 

Classic
280 

Classic
320 

Classic
280 M 320 M 360 M 300 FS 280 F 320 F 900 M PC 330 S

Working width (m) 2.40 2.80 3.20 2.80 3.20 2.60 3.00 2.80 3.20 8.85 3.25 

Weight (kg) 555 585 670 760 815 860 630 680 815 1,940 2,050

Power required (HP) 50 55 60 65 70 75 70 60 70 135 80

Swath width (m)
1.60 - 
2.15

1.80 - 
2.55

2.00 - 
2.95

1.60 - 
2.20

2.10 - 
2.60

3.00 - 
3.35

1.0
1.4 -  
2.55

2.95
2.10 - 
2.60

1.0 - 2.2

Linkage category II II II II II II ISO ISO ISO III Drawbar

PRODUCT OVERVIEW - MOWER CONDITIONERS

SPLENDIMO 240 MC 280 MC 320 MC 900 MC 320 F 320 FC

Working width (m) 2.40 2.80 3.20 8.90 3.20 3.20

Weight (kg) 880 925 995 2,460 815 1,035

Power required (HP) 60 70 90 170 70 80

Swath width (m)
0.70 - 
2.40

1.20 - 
2.80

1.40 - 
3.20

1.40 - 
3.20

2.95
1.20 - 
3.20

Linkage category II II II III ISO ISO

Mowing

Featuring

• Direct shaft drive Modular Cutterbar for 15-20% less power required 

• Splendimo Clip System ensures quick blade changing that’s safe, secure and simple

• Ground contour following for high working speeds, stability and freedom of 
movement.

Reaping the greatest possible benefits



 

LELY SPLENDIMO M MOWERS

1. Reliable ‘Top Drive’ system for free grass flow

2. Extremely durable and easy to operate

3. Central suspension and twin pivot system

4. Large flow-through of crop with lower power 
requirement

5. Cutting width that exceeds the width of the cutter 
bar itself

6. Innovative non-stop protection against all 
obstacles (auto reset) 

7. Hydro-pneumatic ground pressure for excellent 
contour following.

LELY SPLENDIMO MC MOWERS

1. All the features of the Splendimo M mowers 
but with the addition of a light-weight impeller 
conditioning system

2. Central suspension with easily adjustable hydraulic 
ground pressure control

3. Nylon conditioning flails for quicker dry down of 
crop - tested best in it’s class

4. Maximum width for minimal power requirement 
and higher crop flow.

LELY SPLENDIMO F/FC MOWERS

1. Available as mower only, or with a nylon flail 
conditioner

2. Utilises front linkage system on tractors

3. Use in combination with a rear mower for 
increased output

4. Ultimate ground contour following, due to unique 
parallelogram suspension system

5. Trailed suspension to reduce load on the cutterbar

6. Industry leading ground clearance with hydraulic 
control.

LELY SPLENDIMO TRIPLO COMBINATIONS

1. Ideal ground contour following

2. Innovative non-stop protection against all 
obstacles (auto reset) 

3. Large 9 m cutting width 

4. Narrow transport width

5. Hydraulic side shift option

6. Large overlap - 30 cm.

LELY SPLENDIMO CLASSIC MOWERS

1. Powerful lateral drive system with V-belts

2. Unrivalled output under all crop conditions

3. Compact and solid construction

4. Low power requirements

5. Low maintenance costs

6. Clean cut of crop.
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Obtain the perfect dry-matter content in your crops quickly by speeding up the drying 
process. By doing so, you influence the consistency and the quality of your silage. High 
capacity tedders give you the chance to react quickly to the drying process of your crops.

Over 50 years of benchmark tedding performance.    

Handling the heaviest New Zealand crops,  
I know the Lotus will never fail me. 

Tedding

Featuring

• Hook-shaped tines offering 50% more tedding capacity 

• Trailed tine position for the cleaniest crop pick-up

• Long and short Hook Tines for the best tedding action ensuring wet pasture is 
distributed to the top of crop

• Stable drive due to stable headstock/long towbar which ensures stability at high 
working speeds

• Anti-wrap system (AWS) preventing crop build-up around wheels.

Quick drying ensures quality

PRODUCT OVERVIEW

LOTUS
520 

Stabilo
600 

Stabilo
770 

Stabilo
770 P 900 P

900 
Profi

1020
1020 
Profi

1500 
Profi

300 
Combi

600 
Combi

Working width (m) 5.20 6.00 7.70 7.70 9.00 9.00 10.20 10.20 15.00 3.00 6.00

Weight (kg) 690 820 1,035 1,450 1,750 2,200 2,225 2,330 4,200 330 930

Min. power required (HP) 55 60 75 50 55 55 60 60 100 35 60

Tine arms 4 x 6 4 x 8 6 x 6 6 x 6 8 x 6 8 x 6 8 x 7 8 x 7 12 x 7 2 x 8 4 x 8

Linkage category II II II drawbar drawbar II drawbar II II II II



LELY LOTUS COMBI TEDDERS

1. Ideal for small fodder producers

2. All the features of stabilo tedders with the 
addition of windrowing cages, allowing the Lotus 
Combi to be used as a rake - two machines in one

3. Swath-formers for a perfectly formed and  
finished swath

4. Unrivalled durability.

LELY LOTUS TRAILED TEDDERS

1. Unique trailed transport system allowing faster 
and greater output

2. Carries the weight of the machine on wide 
transport tyres positioned in front of the rotors, 
ensuring rotors can move freely

3. Suited to any ground contour

4. Exceptionally convenient and easy to operate on 
headlands

5. Profi model available with a smart steering device 
for the best track following 

6. Safety frame integrated in the design for 
structural strength and durability. 

LELY LOTUS STABILO - MOUNTED TEDDERS

1. Three point linkage offers a wide choice of 
working widths from; 3 m to 7.70 m

2. Stable running without the need for dampers at 
high speed with a Stabilo headstock

3. Guarantees high output, clean crop pick-up and 
intensive yet gentle tedding action

4. Anti-wrap system (AWS) prevents crop build-up 
around wheel axles

5. Long and short Hook Tines for unrivaled output 
and effective crop handling.

Lely Hook Tine  Other’s tines

Straight tines have to bend to  
clear obstacles. 

That’s why our unique Hook Tine is the 
longest lasting tine on the market! 
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Rake your crops neatly without contamination into the perfect swath. Neat crops 
minimise undesirable mould and bacteria in the feed and ash in the cows’ rumen.  Reduced 
ash content requires symmetry between tines, carriages and the rake’s geometry.  A 
consistent swath with the right shape and width results in high pick-up capacity, good 
output and a precise cutting action. The Hibiscus rakes create the optimal conditions for 
balers, loader wagons and forage harvesters.

Less crop wastage and  
contamination with Lely rakes.

Raking

Featuring

• Flexible Ro-tines guarantee clean raking and are easy on turf 

• 3D pivot points allow the rotor to move in all directions

• Rotor support wheels close to tines for excellent ground contour following 

• Tandem axles and pivot points for stable running of rotors

• Perfect swath shapes due to easy cam track, rotor angle and adjustable working depth

• Strongest and heaviest machines in the marketplace ensuring excellent operation 
and unrivalled durability for a lifetime

• Large transport tyres for ultimate turf protection.

Neatly in a perfect swath

PRODUCT OVERVIEW

HIBISCUS 425 S 745 CD Vario 815 CD Vario 915 CD Vario 1515 CD Profi

Working width (m) 3.20 - 4.25 6.85 - 7.35 7.45 - 7.95 8.00 - 9.00 11.00 - 14.80

Number of arms/rotors 11 11/2 11/2 13/2 11/2 + 13/2

Swath width (m) 1.10 - 1.40 1.25 - 1.75 1.25 - 1.80 1.25 - 2.25 0.90 - 3.50

Weight (kg) 705 1,800 2,080 2,505 5,820

Power required (HP) 65 60 65 70 120



LELY HIBISCUS CD VARIO - twin rotor central delivery rake

1. Perfect swath with adjustable camtrack

2. 6 wheel undercarriage for the best support on the 815 
& 915 models (4 wheel undercarriage on 745 model)

3. 3D suspension of rotors for the best ground contour 
following

4. Individual rotor lift - standard on 815 & 915 and 
optional on 745 models

5. Unique hydraulic unfolding system with no strings

6. Hydraulic working width adjustable whilst moving

7. New steering system for easy and exact steering 

8. Mechanical stepless height adjustment system

9. Hydro-pneumatic rotor suspension - 815 & 915 
models.

LELY HIBISCUS 1515 CD Profi - four rotor 11.0 - 14.8 m 

1. Perfect swath with adjustable camtrack

2. 6 wheel undercarriage for all rotors -  standard

3. 3D suspension of rotors for best contour following

4. Individual rotor lift  with “Hover” mode

5. Widest swath width on the market - 0.90 - 3.50 m

6. E-Link Pro ISObus Control enabling all control from 
the tractor cab

7. Most stable rake on hills due to ‘V’ main frame 
configuration

8. Electric rotor height adjustment as standard

9. Rotors are supported close to transport wheels.

LELY HIBISCUS S - SINGLE ROTOR RAKE

1. Clean pick-up and ideal swath shape, with 
adjustable camtrack

2. Small turning circle due to headstock design

3. Removable tine arms to reduce transport width

4.  Working width between 3.20 m and 4.20 m

5. Swath width between 1.10 m and 1.40 m 

6. 11 tine arms with 4 double Ro-tines for greater 
output.
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  Lely Ro-tine                     Other tines

Competitors straight tines sweep 
crop, as opposed to carrying. 

The unique Lely Ro-tine lifts 
and carries crop with no 
contamination. 



Short crop length makes for perfectly compact silage that can be processed easily. 
Chopping is the most precise way to achieve this.  Lely Tigo loader wagons achieve the 
best chop by utilising wide tines and leaving the smallest gap between knives. This allows 
crop to run through at a right-angle position accross the knives, ensuring an exact and 
straight cut.

Easy to use adding flexibility with 
who can use the wagon.

Loading

Featuring

• The widest rotor feeder tines and a large surface area prevent damage to crop and 
plant structure

• The smallest gap between rotor tines for an optimum chop 

• Camless pick-up for clean crop pick-up and excellent crop flow for efficient loading 

• Good crop throughput for optimal loading capacity

• Floating camless pendulum pickup ensuring precise ground contour following (only 
available on the MS)

• Direct rotor drive with no chains for the longest lifespan and high power transfer 

• D models available with discharge rollers and optional foldaway feedout cross 
conveyor.

Precise chopping for perfect compacting

PRODUCT OVERVIEW

TIGO MS 40 D MS 50 D MR 50 Profi (D) MR 60 Profi (D) PR 60 PR 70 XR 100 (D)

Volume (DIN 11741) (m3) 25.7/28.7 28.7/31.7 30 (30.7/33.7) 35 (33.7/36.7) 36 41 54/52

Capacity (med. comp.)* (m3) 40 50 50 60 60 70 100

Max. permissible weight (kg)
12,000/
15,000

12,000/
17,000

12,000/
17,000

12,000/  
17,000

20,000/
24,000

20,000/
24,000

31,000

Feed system Swing arms Swing arms Rotor Rotor Rotor Rotor Rotor 

Min. chop length (mm) 38 38 45 45 37 37 37

Working width of the pick-up (DIN) (m) 1.80 1.80 1.80 1.80 1.90 1.90 2.00



LELY TIGO MS-D Loader Wagon 

1. Heavy duty 4 chain floor with rear discharge 
rollers for even, measured and unknotted 
discharge of crop

2. 700mm rear cross conveyor making the MS ideal 
for zero grazing operations - feeding both sides

3. 33 blade knife bank with selectable knife groups 
for a wide range of chop lengths

4. Efficient 1.80 m 5 bar camless pick-up for quiet, 
low maintenance operation

5. Swing arm feed unit handles crop gently and 
without bruising.

LELY TIGO MR Profi Loader Wagon 

1. Robust new generation wagon offering increased 
capacity

2. 5 bar camless pendulum pick-up with an 1800 mm 
working width

3. Chainless rotor drive

4. Heavy duty floor for rapid discharge

5. Cutting rotor with 5 spiral shaped hardened tine 
bars and 25 mm wide tines

6. Two bank 31 knife cutting unit for consistent 
chopping quality, with individually protected and 
unloaded resetting spring system.

LELY TIGO PR Loader Wagon 

1. Moveable front bulkhead utilises maximum space 
with 5 m3 more capacity

2. Reduced power requirement with an integrated 
drive system, which is low wear and maintenance 
free

3. Efficient 1.9 m 7 bar camless pick-up with 54 mm 
tine spacing

4. Selectable two bank 40 knife cutting unit for 
consistent chopping quality, with individually 
protected and unloaded resetting spring system

5. 800 mm dia. high throughput rotor (with 25 mm 
fingers) producing the largest pushing surface into 
wagon, reducing pulping of crop.

LELY TIGO XR / XR-D Loader Wagons

1. Moveable front bulkhead utilises maximum space 
with 6 m3 more capacity

2. Extra-wide camless pick-up of 2 m and fitted with 
7 rows of tines, mounted 54 mm apart - ensuring 
clean and efficient crop pick-up

3. Selectable 2  bank 45 knife cutting unit for 
consistent chopping quality, with individually 
protected and unloaded resetting spring system

4. Newly developed high-performance drive line 
designed to meet the highest performance 
requirements

5. Top unloading performance with the convenience 
of automatic unloading system. 9



Good and consistent compacting speeds up the start of the fermentation process. This is how you retain 
the crops’ essential nutrients for the best-quality feed. High-density bales contain more crop, thereby 
saving you work, material costs and storage space.

Lely Welger balers offer the best compacting and also the highest pick-up capacity. Through the complete 
intake system, with its unique hydroflex control system, the driver can comfortably bale the maximum 
quantities of crops.

You can always produce bales 
with optimum efficiency.

Baling

Featuring

• Hydroflex control reduces blockages in balers through a flexible drop floor, incorporating a chopping unit
• Camless 2.25 m 5 tine pick-up easily processes wide swaths elimiating any crop loss, plus is quiet and low 

maintenance
• High density bales thanks to constant pressure being applied to the bale at all stages of the baling process 

(variable balers only)
• Built to last with a heavy duty construction for maximum output
• Perfect bale coverage due to Varionet net-wrapping system better preserving each bale.

Quick and compact baling for retaining nutrients

PRODUCT OVERVIEW

   Fixed chamber balers Variable Chamber balers

WELGER RP 245 RP 245 Profi RPC 245 RP 160 V RPC 445

Bale chamber diameter (m) 1.25 1.25 1.25 0.90 - 1.60 0.9 - 1.6

Roll chamber width (m) 1.23 1.23 1.23 1.23 1.23

Min. power required (HP) 85 100 130 80 130

Pick-up width (m) 2.25 2.25 2.25 2.25 2.25

Chopping system (blades) 0,13,17 0,13,17,25 0, 13, 25 0, 13, 17, 25 0, 13, 25

PRODUCT OVERVIEW

Conventional balers

WELGER AP 630 AP 730 AP 830

Channel dimensions (width x 
height) (cm)

36 x 49 36 x 49 36 x 49

Bale length (m) 0.50 - 1.20 0.50 - 1.20 0.50 - 1.20

Twine box capacity 8 14 18

Packers in the cross feed 2 2 3

Pick-up working width (DIN) 1.70 1.70 2.00



LELY WELGER RP 245 - Fixed chamber baler

1. Wide and low maintenance 2.25 m 5 bar camless pick-up for 
quiet and efficient pick-up of the crop

2. Hydroflex control and drop floor for less blockages, resulting 
in better bale production and less downtime

3. 18-10 rib rollers and mechanical locks on tail gate ensuring 
consistent and high density bales

4. E-Link ISObus compatible control unit for ultimate operator 
function from the tractor cab

5. 50 mm heavy duty bearings ensure longevity. 

LELY WELGER RPC 245 TORNADO - Contour Edition 
Fixed chamber combination baler/wrapper
1. Wide and low maintenance 2.25 m 5 bar camless pick-up for 

quiet and efficient pickup of the crop

2. Hydroflex control and drop floor for less blockages, resulting 
in better bale production and less downtime

3. 18-10 rib rollers and mechanical locks on tail gate ensuring 
consistent and high density bales

4. E-Link ISObus compatible control unit for ultimate operator 
function from the tractor cab

5. Positive bale transfer with twin satellite wrapper which 
accurately wraps by layers/rotations for best coverage and 
preservation of the bale.

LELY WELGER RP 160 V - Variable chamber baler 

1. Wide and low maintenance 2.25 m 5 bar camless pick-up for 
quiet and efficient pickup of the crop

2. E-Link Pro ISObus compatible control unit for ultimate 
operator function from the tractor cab

3. CPS: consistent bale density through increasing pressure with 
4 true endless belts, resulting in the best shape and density 
of bale every time

4. OptiClean Rubber Rollers for smooth running and ensuring 
belts remain clean

5. Hydroflex control and drop floor for less blockages, resulting 
in better bale production and less downtime

6. Benchmark of capacity and performance with 55 mm heavy 
duty bearings on drive line.

LELY WELGER RPC 445 - Contour Edition 

Variable chamber combination baler/wrapper

1. 2.25 m wide camless pick-up with 5 tine bars

2. 2D ground following - Alpine pick-up giving 140 mm lateral 
movement

3. Hydroflex control, plus drop floor reduces downtime

4. 25 knife rotor

5. Mechanical door locks for consistent bale size

6. OptiClean rollers for smooth running clean belts

7. 4 belt true endless belts for longevity

8. Positive hill transfer system

9. User friendly monitor & software.

LELY WELGER Conventional Baler

1. High capacity, high density baler for professional results

2. Strong construction with shaft driven knotters, packers and 
ram resulting in perfect synchronization – no belts or chains

3. Compact and reliable knotters, maintenance free and sealed-
for–life bearings

4. Needles protected by automatic drive for trouble free baling

5. Easily adjusted patented ram roller guide for higher density 
bales every time

6. Self-deflecting packer forks which prevent blockages by 
foreign objects and damage.
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You can harvest 
greater volumes of 

crops in less time, with 
just one person

Quality of the feed is excellent and is 
preserved for a long time.

You can harvest greater volumes of
crops in less time, with just one person.

Wrapping

Featuring

1. Effective wrapping with wrapping table automatically setting the 
required number of rotations and ensuring correct film overlap

2. Careful unloading of each bale onto the ground avoiding film 
damage and helping bale retain its shape

3. Robust chassis giving a long lifespan with formed and folded 
parts to avoid any weak spots

4. Drive during wrapping to increase output and save valuable 
time.

The best feed properly wrapped

PRODUCT OVERVIEW

Round bale wrapper

ATTIS PT 160

Bale diameter (cm) 90 - 160

Bale width (cm) 125 - 150

Max. bale weight (kg) 1,200

Dimensions I x W x H (cm) 580 x 230 x 270

Weight (kg) 2,080

Chopping
Revolutionary trailed forage harvester

Featuring

1. Easy running plus unsurpassed harvesting quality thanks to the 
flywheel kinetic energy produced

2. Optimal output through extra-large 1.30 m diameter flywheel 
and blowing paddles

3. Easy adjustment of chopping length by operator simply adjusting 
length from 6 to 44 mm without need for tools

4. Unique on-board hydraulics ensure precise and independent oil-
flow, all controlled from the tractor cab

5. Quick knife sharpening using the on-board sharpening system

6. Shredder plates for kernal crushing guarantees quality forage in 
maize

7. 3 row independent maize head or grasshead options.

PRODUCT OVERVIEW

Forage harvesters

STORM 75 P 300 P  300 Profi

Cutting disc diameter (m) 0.75 1.30 1.30

Cutting disc speed (rpm) 620 620 620

Number of knives 12 10 10

Working width of pick-up (m) x 2.20 2.20

Working width of cornhead (m) 0.70 2.20 2.20

Power requirement (hp) *with maize head 70 90 / 150* 90 / 150*

Metal detector stop N N Y



These high performance manure spreaders have been in production for over 50 years, with 
more than 200,000 of these top-selling machines produced to date. Continuous design 
development, combined with the latest production methods have made the Lely manure 
spreader a benchmark for quality. Lely manure spreaders meet the varying requirements 
of farming practice and satisfy high standards of quality and performance for any size of 
farm business. 

It’s a high performance, quality spreader 
with low ground impact.

Spreading

Featuring

• Robust axle chassis frame and platform built to be compact and stable
• Powder-coated foldable sides and extensions which are cold rolled and laser welded sectional steel
• The right spreader unit for every farm whereas all models can be fitted with different spreading units
• Hot-dip galvanised chassis, platform and frame which are completely weather and acid proof, ensuring a 

long service life. 

Tried and true manure spreaders

PRODUCT OVERVIEW

Manure Spreaders

TANDEM AXEL MANURE SPREADERS ES 11000 TA ES 14000 TA

Max. permissible weight (kg) 11,000 14,000

Number of floor chains 4 4

Number of scraper slats 2 x 25 2 x 29

Tyres 500/50 - 17/14PR 620/40 - R 22.5

Horizontal beaters 2 2
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PRODUCT OVERVIEW

Multidiscs

Model  300 XL
300 XL 
Vario S

400 XLH(T) 500 XLH(T)

Working width (m) 2.7 2.7 3.7 4.7

Weight (Kg) 1,440 2,450 3,750

Transport width (m) 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0

Roller Crumbler* Crumbler* Crumbler* Crumbler*

Hitch II/III II/III Drawbar Drawbar

Number/disc diameter (mm) 22/560 22/560 30/560 38/560

Tines - 6 - -

Min/max. power req. (Hp) 95/140 150/280 140/200 185/250

 *Packer and ring rollers available as alternatives to crumbler roller..

PRODUCT OVERVIEW

Roterra Power Harrows

Model 302-35 302-55 352-45 402-55 502-45H 602-55H

Working width (m) 3.0 3.0 3.5 4.0 5.35 6.35

Transport width (m) 3.16 3.16 3.66 4.16 2.95 3.0

No. of rotors 12 12 14 16 20 24

Min/max. power req. (Hp) 50/160 60/200 65/180 75/180 100/275 125/295

Weight (Kg) 1,120 1,245 1,250 1,525 3,085 3,315

Roller Crumbler* Crumbler* Crumbler* Crumbler* Crumbler* Crumbler*

 *Packer and ring rollers available as alternatives to crumbler roller.

PRODUCT OVERVIEW

Centerliner

Model SE SX

Working width (m) 10-18 6-36

Weight (Kg) 310 540

Hopper capacity (I) 760 - 2,450 1200 - 3,650

No. of spinners 2 2

PRODUCT OVERVIEW

Polymat Compact

Model Compact 8 Compact 12 H Compact 16 H

Working width 
(m)*

3.00-4.00 6.00 8.00

No. of outlets 8 12 16

Weight (Kg) 225 400 400

Hopper capacity 
(l)

400 600 600

 *Dependent on distributor beam used

Ground preparation

Efficient preparation of soil

Featuring

• High speed tillage

• Easy trouble free seedbed preparation and ideal for stubble cultivation

• Heavy duty bearings for low maintenance

• Incorporates stubble in the top layer of soil for moisture retention and quick decomposing

• Hydraulic folding transport positions on ‘H’ models - simple and compact

• Easy mounting of accessories

• Sturdy and resistant to very harsh conditions.

Packer roller  Ring roller

Crumbler roller



TULIP MULTIDISC DISC HARROWS - XL, XLH & XLHT Series

1. 2 Rows of large discs made out of hardened steel Ø 560 mm

2. Gang spacing 100 cm

3. Heavy bearings with over-dimensioned wheel hubs, for low 
maintenance

4. Torsion bar suspension by means of triangular rubbers for a 
maximum freedom of movement on each individual disc

5. Stable, powder coated frame with robust headstock

6. Linkage category II and III

7. Depth control by means of the floating system with crumbler roller Ø 
520 mm with packer/ring roller option

8. Support beams for high stability

9. 4 - 12 m hydraulic folding models available - XLH Series

10. Available in a trailed model - XLHT Series.

TULIP MULTIDISC XL VARIO

1. 560 mm cerrated discs in 2 rows

2. 100cm gang spacing providing optimum clearance for mulching and 
mixing

3. Packer or ring roller options available

4. Hydraulic folding for over 3.5 m models

5. Straw harrow option

6. 3 point hitch and trailing kit available on some models

7. Subsoiler tines with hydraulic stone protection. 

 TULIP CENTERLINER FERT SPREADER

1. Two spinner discs which rotate to the inside: throwing a complete 
double spreading pattern with exact distribution - 4 fold overlap

2. Spreading from 10 - 18 m SE

3. Rotating hopper floor disc: no blockage of the valve opening, no 
grinding of fertiliser

4. Hopper sized to fit easily underneath a silo

5. SX spreads from 6 - 36 m with change gears

6. SX 1200 - 3650 L capacity. 

TULIP POLYMAT COMPACT - Airseeder

1. The Polymat Compact is a machine for seeding Canola and green cover 
crops and grass seed

2. Precise distribution and dosage by means of plastic metering rollers with 
brush to level off - easy to calibrate

3. One metering roller for fine seeds and one for large seeds, 
interchangeable by quick-change system

4. Simple stepless adjustment of seeding rate

5. Large hopper capacity of 400 - 950 L

6. 8 - 24 distribution hoses

7. Hydraulically driven fan with large capacity for an accurate distribution

8. Heavy-duty metering wheel with flexible drive for accuracy in all 
conditions.

TULIP ROTERRA ROTARY HARROW SERIES - 2.50 m - 6.00 m

1. Large choice of depth control rollers

2. Club tines (max. working depth 240 mm) with side-fixation for quick 
exchange and low power requirement

3. Up to 350: three point headstock with square support beams  
(80 x 80 mm)

4. Up from 400: heavy three point headstock 55-series with heavy duty 
square support beams (100 x 100 mm)

5. Self adjusting rear levelling board

6. Rigid torsion-free geartrough with a flanged lid for a long life

7. Foldable soil deflectors, adjustable both horizontally and vertically

8. Walterscheid PTO shaft with cam-type-cut-out clutch (1 3/8” - 6 splines 
at tractor side) - Shearpin Automat optional.
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PRODUCT OVERVIEW

Polymat Compact

Model Compact 8 Compact 12 H Compact 16 H

Working width 
(m)*

3.00-4.00 6.00 8.00

No. of outlets 8 12 16

Weight (Kg) 225 400 400

Hopper capacity 
(l)

400 600 600

 *Dependent on distributor beam used
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Quality pays.

021 392 472

Forage Solutions
NORTH ISLAND 
Power Farming Northland
Agridustrial Ltd
Prescott Garages
R & R Tractors
Giltrap Agrizone Cambridge
Giltrap Agrizone Otorohanga
GiltrapAgrizone Rotorua
TRS Hawkes Bay
Ag Traction Taranaki
Mid West Machinery
Country Machinery
Firth and Stephenson
Wairarapa Machinery

SOUTH ISLAND
Tractor Repairs & Spares Ltd - Richmond
Tractor Repairs & Spares Ltd - Renwick
Tractor Repairs & Spares Ltd - Seddon
Hari Hari Motors
JJ Christchurch
JJ Ashburton
JJ Timaru
Stills Farm Machinery
JJ Mosgiel
JJ Gore
JJ Invercargill

09 438 9163
09 431 2148
07 864 7801
07 573 9107
07 827 7159
07 873 4004
07 343 1915
06 879 7536 
06 759 8432
06 278 8644
06 329 3900
06 374 7035
06 377 3009

03 544 5936
03 572 5173
03 575 7195
03 753 3133
03 344 5645
03 307 6031
03 688 7401
03 431 3760
03 489 8199
03 203 9970
03 211 0013

07 850 4050
021 921 048
021 921 048

03 595 2379
03 218 7174

Dairy Solutions
NORTH ISLAND
Lely CenterTM Waikato
Lely CenterTM Taranaki
Lely CenterTM Manawatu

SOUTH ISLAND
Lely CenterTM Canterbury
Lely CenterTM Southland

Lely New Zealand Ltd
840 Arthur Porter Drive
HAMILTON 3240

0800 LELY NZ (535 969)
infonz@lely.com

NORTH ISLAND AREA SALES MANAGER
Lyndon Knowles

SOUTH ISLAND AREA SALES MANAGER
Corrie Adams 021 392 475


